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adaptation speed in the “high subspace” is similar to that
of the LMS but with a much smaller eigenvalue spread.
Thus, the performance of the proposed EPA approaches
that of thc RLS algorithm, without inverting the
autocorrelation matrix.
The EPA is developed here for pth order sequential
FIR system identification scheme Extension to IIR
system or linear prediction is straight forward The
choice of the rank of the low subspace is based on signal
statistics that are usually known a priori in many
practical applications. This algorithm, however, is most
practical when the rank of the low subspace is much
smaller than the system order p. The proposed EPA is
related to self-orthogonalizing algorithms [ l ] [4] in the
sense that it performs orthogonali/ation, but only in the
low sutbsp,icc In the following, we describe the EPA
along with an efficient eigenspace updating scheme. We
also give preliminary results and remarks.

Abstract
Although adaptive gradient algorithms are simple
and refativefv robust, they generally have poor
performance in the absence of “rich“ excitation. In
particular, it is well known that the convergence speed
of the LMS algorithm deteriorate.7 when the condition
number of the input autocorrelation matrix is large. This
problem has been previously addressed using weighted
RLS or normalized fvequencv-domain algorithms. In this
paper, we present a new approach that employs
gradient projections in selected eigenvector sub-spaces
to itnprove the convergence properlies of IAAY
algorithms for colored inputs. Nre also introduce an
eflcient method to iteratively update an “eigen
subspace ’‘ of the autocorrelation matrix. l h e proposed
algorithm is morc eficierrt, in terms of corrzputational
complexify, than the WXLS and its convergence speed
approaches that ofthe WRLS even for highly correlated
inputs.

The Eigenspace Projection Algorithm
Consider an adaptivc linear combiner with p taps and
with the input vector at time k defined as, x(k) =
[x(k),x(k-l),.. ,x(k-p+l)]’ Assume that at most m (my>)
eigenvalues
of
the
autocorrelation
matrix,
r=E[x(k)xT(k)] are small, thereby causing the algorithm
to converpe slowly. Also assume that the p eigenvalues
of r are arranged such that, (K3, ,<X?(- . <X p, and
q=[q,,q,,...,q,] is the unitary matrix that diagonalizes
the autocorrelation matrix, r. We then define qr =
[q,,q2,..,qm]
as thc rank-m matrix spanned by the ‘m’
eigenvectors associated with the smallest eigenvalues,
and q, = Iq,+,,qm+2,..,qpl.We call the subspace
spanned by q,> and q13as “low subspace“ and “high
subspace” respectively. At iteration k, the gradient
vector V, (k) is written as,

Introduction
In this paper, we present a fast adaptive algorithm that
employs gradient projections in selected eigenspaces.
The projections are used to iniprove the convergence
speed and numerical behavior of the adaptive
algorithm when the excitation is highly colored. We will
refcr to this algorithm as the Eigenspace Projection
Algorithm (EPA). The EPA perfoms partial eigenof the autocorrelation matrix, to
decomposition
iteratively estimate a small set of eigenvalue/eigenvector
pairs associated with the weakest modes (smallest
eigenvalues) of the adaptive system. We will refer to the
subspace spanned by these eigenvectors as the “low
subspace”. The convergence rate of the tap vector
components associated with this low subspace is
improved by pro-jecting the gradient on the subspace
basis vectors The projected gradient components arc
then associated with individual time-varying step sizes.
It can be shown that the convergence rate in this
subspace approaches that of the RLS algorithm while

Vk(k) = Vg,L(k)+ vt,I,(k)
where

Vc ,,(k)=pq.L(Vg(k)) and Vk,&+
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(1)

Pq,JV5 (k)) (2)

are projections of the gradient vector on the low
subspace and high subspace, respectively. The low and
high subspaces are orthogonal, i.e.,

qHTVg,L(k)=0

qLT V 5.n(k ) - 0 ;

be such that O<p <2/Amax. An exponential envelope with
time constant T can be fitted to the geometric series of
the tap vector error. Convergence for the ith component
can be approximated as,

(3)

=- 1 ; p<<1.
' - phi

In many practical applications some a priori
understanding of the input signal statistics is available.
For example, we usually have knowledge of the
approximate bounds on the condition number (ratio of
maximum to
minimum eigenvalue) of
the
autocorrelation matrix. The EPA is most useful when
the eigenvalues of the input autocorrelation matrix are
minimally dispersed except for a few eigenvalues that
are small relative to the maximum eigenvalue. It is well
known that the overall convergence performance of the
gradient algorithm is heavily dependent on the smallest
eigenvalue of the input autocorrelation. The tap vector
convergence dynamics for the gradient algorithm can be
conveniently represented using its natural modes [I], by
first defining the new set of coordinates as:

v (k)=q ?'(w
(k)-w o)

7.

(7)

Equation (7) shows that the tap trajectory in each of the
primary modes have inverse relationship with the
corresponding eigenvalues. The tap error converges
fastest when the eigenvalues are equal.
For the deyelopment of the Eigenspace Projection
Algorithm, it is assumed that the autocorrelation matrix,
r, has p-in sufficiently large and minimally dispersed
eigenvalues. Thus, if w(0) lies in the subspace spanned
by the eigenvectors associated with these p-ni
eigenvalues, thcn a gradient algorithm with a single step
size converges sufficiently fast [ 5 ] [ 6 ] .However, for the
tap components in the low subspace, the rate of
convergence can be very slow. Eigenspace projection
allows use of larger independent step sizes for the m
weaker modes thereby improving adaptation speed.
Figure 2. shous a simplified structure of the EPA, as
applied to system identification. The algorithm can be
written as,

(4)

where w is the optimum tap vector, and v (k) is the tap
error vector at iteration k. v is represented in the
primary coordinate system, with the eigenvectors of the
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input autocorrelation matrix as the coordinates.
trajectory of the taps can then be written as

v (k)=(l PA)^ v (0)

Figure 2. The Eigenspace Projection Algorithm

The
(5)

where A is the p-dimensional diagonal matrix with the
eigenvalues of r as its diagonal elements, and v(0) is the
initial tap error vector. Rewriting the equation in scalar
form, tap error trajectory for the rth natural mode of the
adaptive system is given by [ 11
v,(k)=( 1 -p k,) v,(O)

where,

is the projection of the gradient vector on the eigenvector
and,

(6)

For asymptotic convergence and stability, it is clear that
the step size parameter p of the adaptive system should
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Since the autocorrelation matrix, r, is symmetric and
toeplitz, we need to estimate and track only the first row.
The remaining rows are then derived from the fmt row.
At each input sample, we use a forgetting factor, yr. to
update r,(k) using

1=I

The step sizes are chosen as follows.

r,(k+l)
where independent step sizes, pi, i=l,..m, are chosen for
the gradient prqjections on the low subspace. The low
subspace eigenvalues are iteratively estimated and the
step-size scale factors, B p i are chosen to provide the
desired convergence time constant z i, such that,
CL1

The algorithm can be structured in either sequential or
block mode. In a typical sequential implementation,
and

V,,,(k)

can

be

iteratively

computed by:
i. using projections of the gradient estimate on
successive eigenyectors:

ii. updating the coniponent in the ith primary direction
of the tap vector bj7.

iii. computing the residual gradient estimate, orthogonal
to the previously prqjected eigenvector, i.e.,

V,(k)""'

= Vt(k)("

-q,,(Vk(k))

V, (k)"' = V5(k)

with

(15)

(16)

After each iteration, the direction of u(n) points more
and more towards the direction of the eigenvector
associated with the smallest eigenvalue of r. By using
the first element u,(n) of u(n) as the scale factor for each
iteration, i e , u(n+I>=r~'u(n>/ul(n),we get a scale
factor that converges to the rcciprocal of the smallcst
eigenvalue, l h [2]. Thc inverse power method IS a
robust teclmique, and converges rapidly if thc ratio of the
smallest to all other eigenvalues (X , / X I ) is small.
However, the basic inverse power method requires
computation of the autocorrelation inverse. Explicitly
computing the matrix inverse is computationally
intensive - often associated with numerical difficulties,
when sm:ill eigenvalues are encountered Instead, we
itcrativelj solve the equation, ru(n+ 1)= u(n)/u,(n> The

The superscript ( )(I) indicates operation on the ith
eigenvector pro.icctiorl at iteration k.
Use of
instantaneous gradient cstimatcs in the projections
associated with large step sizes can result in poor
transient perfomiance due to excessive gradient noise
[3], Therefore we introduced a filter for the gradient
estimates. that i s
,.

V,(k)

,.

= Y vV&k-1)

+ (1 - y , ) x ( k ) W

~,rl(k)+(l-yr)xl(k+l)xT(k+l) ;

where, x,(k+l) is the first clement of the input vector,
x(k+I), and r,(k) is the first row of r. When r is
stationary or slowly time varying, the computational load
for its partial eigendecomposition can be significantly
reduced by updating the eigenspace less frequently than
the taps. The updates can be done every N iterations,
N>>1, and the computed eigenvalue/cigcnvector pairs
can be used for the next N iterations.
We propose here, a technique for finding the basis
vectors for the m dimensional low subspace. This is
based on a combination of the inverse power method for
finding the smallest eigenvalue/eigeiivector pair of a
matrix. and the Gauss-Seidel iteration. We note that in
our development of the EPA, we use a partial GaussSeidel iteration, i.e., we are not computing the matrix
inverse.
The imrerse power method for finding the smallest
eigenvalue of :I square matrix, r, and the associated
eigenvector operates as follows Starting with an initial
guess, u(O), which has a non-zero first element,
successively update U, i.e , u( l)=r-'u(O), u(2)=r-'u(l),
., u(n)=r 'u(n-1). After n iterations, u(n)=(r-')"u(o)
can be written as.

p z -L

Pq,i(Vs(k)) ,

=

(17)

wherc O< y <1. is the forgetting factor, and E(k) is the
output error.
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technique can be developed from the basic Gauss-Seidel
method for solving, ax=b [2],

matrix, thus rely on the m auxiliary vectors, [U,, u2, ..
um]. These are initially chosen to be an orthogonal set,
with non-zero first
elements. The smallest
eigenvalue/eigenvector pair and the associated auxiliary
vector, ul, are first updated using equation (24). The
second lowest 0=2) and successively higher order
eigenspace components are then updated. after
orthogonalizing its estimate from the past iteration,
against the lower order eigenspace. The iteration for

a,,x,(n+l) = a,,x,( 4 + b,
J I

J=l

where a={a,]} is a pxp square matrix, and x={x,},
b={b,}, are p x l vectors. Replacing the constant vector,
b, by the auxiliary vector u(n)/u,(n), the iterations for
estimating the smallest eigenvalue and the associated

A

{ h,,q,,u, }, s=2:m can be written as,

A

eigenvector, { X I , q l ) can be written as,

where I u,(n) I is the absolute value of the first element of
the auxiliary vector, and Ilu(n)ll is the magnitude of the
vector. Substituting in equation (20), we get

To summarize, The Eigenspace Projection Algorithm
consists of the following steps:
i. Iterative estimation and update of the performance
error surface gradient, equation (17),
ii. Iterative estimation and update of the first row of the
autocorrelation matrix, equation (18),
iii. Iterations lo update the low subspace eigenvalues
and the associated eigenvectors, equations (26),
(27), and (Xi), and
iv. Tap updatcs with eigenspace projections, based on
equations, (13),(14),(15), and (16)

We introduce the notation, U (n+l.i.n) to represent the
vector u(n), with in-place updates of the first (i-1)
elements at the (n+l)st iteration.
The remaining
elements are at iteration n. Using this notation, the above
equation becomes,

Simulation Result
Figure 3 shows the typical comparison of learning
curves of the EPA, and the LMS algorithm. Both
algorithms arc applied in a system identification.
scenario where the adaptive system is FIR with 9 taps
excited by colored noise. The EPA uses projections on
only two of thc nine eigenvectors (i.e., p=9 and m=2).
The colored input is generated by passing a random
sequence through an 8th order all-pole filter, with pole
pairs at [0.8 esp(k.j.707), 0.8 exp(?jl.335), 0 . 8
exp(kjl.964), 0.9 exp(+-j2.553)1. The eigenvalues of
the input autocorrelation matrix were approximately
[2.1, 1.97, 1.39, 1.37, 1.13, .85, .46, .39, ,211. The stepsizes for the simulations were p = 0 . 0 9 for the LMS,
and LIP, = [Ip1_= 0.12,
= .2 for the EPA (as defined
in (1 1)). Thesc parameters were experimentally chosen
for the fastest possible convergence rate without
introducing inslability.

Using cyclic shifts of the estimate of the first row of r
(from equation (18)), the iteration to update the auxiliary
vector can be rewritten as:

e+il
(n))

U, (n) - i;u(n+l,i,

U I (n+l) =

n)
(24)

‘1.1

;,I is the approximation of the ith row of the
autocorrelation matrix, computed from the estimate of
the first row, as,

-

-

r1.1

i = .j

-

rl,,

i < .i

(25)

Iterations for the cstimation of the vi lowest order
eigenvalue/eigenvector pairs of the autocorrelation
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It can be shown that the computational requirement
for the tap weight and autocorrelation matrix updates for
a p-tap FIR adaptive filter, with projections on the mdimensional low subspace is approximately (m+I)3p

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the low subspace was
also introduced. It was shown that the EPA performs
better than the LMS when the excitation is colored. This
comes with a modest increase in computational
complexity.
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Figure 3 . Typical Convergence Performance
operations. In addition. the eigenvector updates for the
low subspace require approximately (3p+p2) multiplyadds and p divides per eigenvector, thus requiring an
average of (p+J)mp/N operations per input sample. if
updated every N samples. Therefore, the increase in
computational load for the EPA compared to the
conventional LMS algorithm is modest if m<<p, and N
is large.

Remarks:
A new adaptive algorithm based on partial
eigendecomposition of the autocorrelation matrix and
gradient vector projections on this eigenspace is
proposed.
A iterative method for estimating the
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